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6  Norris  A5 post war smoothing plane. Good 
length Norris cutter, most of the original black 
finish is intact with minor paint splatters on 
handle and front bun. Owner’s punch marks on 
side, cutter and back iron. Perfect user tool. G+ 
$ 250-450 

6 

5  Norris  pre-war dovetailed  13 ½” panel plane with 
closed rosewood hand and rosewood infill. Clean plane, 
free of chips or cracks. Comes with a 2 ½” Ward parallel 
iron. G+ $ 400-800 

1 

1    Bridle plough with ebony stems and 
steel bridle with brass fittings. Maker’s 
mark on toe is A Eyre, London (1861-
1872). Mark on the bridle is Mathieson,  
Glasgow – no doubt the actual maker 
of the plane as well!  There are several 
owner’s marks on the plane body and 
fence.  Cleaned. G/G+ $ 300-600 

2 

2   Norris coffin shaped dovetailed steel 
smoother with rosewood infill.  7 ½” long 
with a 2” parallel iron by Buck.  Minor surface 
rust only. Great looking plane. G+ $ 250-450 

3   Buck gunmetal bullnose plane with 
steel sole. 3 ½” long with a 1” Sorby 
cutter. Buck took over from Eyre (see lot 
1) and like his predecessor Buck sold 
tools made by other makers. It is 
generally agreed that most Buck planes 
were made by Norris. I know there is 
another pretty wild theory out there 
that Mathieson actually made the Norris 
planes in the first place but that’s 
stretching this space. G+  $120-250 

3 

4 

4   Attractive and well 
proportioned gunmetal & maple 
patternmaker’s plane with one 
sole.  12” long. G+ $ 60-120 

5 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

7  Record 077A older style 
bullnose plane with 
detachable nose piece and 
original Record cutter. G+  
$ 60-120 

7 8    Norris A71  17 ¼ “ beech jack 
plane with original early Norris cutter. 
Maker’s mark on toe. Handle has a 
small fix to the top and there is some 
minor bruising to the corners. Doesn’t 
show up often. G $ 300-600 
 

 

8 

 9  Cast iron chariot plane 5” x 2” 
with mahogany wedge behind steel 
bar. Top of the r/h casting broken 
off.  Fr $ 30-60 

9 

10  Preston parallel 
sided steel smooth 
plane with walnut infill.   
 There is a tight & fixed crack in the 

handle. Minor rust spots on side. 
Could do with a better (colour) 
matching cutter. G $ 150-250 
 

 

 

11  Nine inch shave/scraper with brass body 
and 2 ½” blade. G+ $30-60 

10 

11 

13    Slater, London steel bull -
nose plane 3 ½ “ x 1” with a 
long rosewood wedge and 
good but unmarked cutter. 
Slightly rounded corners on 
mouth. G $ 60-100 

12  Mathieson ¾” dovetailed steel rebate 
plane with rosewood infill and wedge. 
Snecked cutter by Howarth. Minor rust 
marks. G $ 100-200 

12 

 

13 

15 

14   Stanley 77 rosewood mortise gauge. 
All pins decent.   G+ 25-50 
15  Ebony and brass mortise gauge. 
Minor chips and cracks. Pins about half 
down.  G $ 25-50 

 
 

 

14 

 

16  Rosewood and brass mortise 
gauge No 98 by Disston. Pins low. 
G $ 20-40  

17  Unused Marples 
2093 beech slitting 
gauge with brass 
wedge. F $ 30-60 
 

18  Stanley 177 rosewood and brass 
mortise gauge with brass face plate 
for curved work. No shoe (rub plate). 
Marking pin good, mortise pins down.  
G $ 20-40 
 

 

19  Brass & ebony mortise 
gauge. 8” long with brass top 
and bottom on slide. Lacquered. 
G+ $ 40-80 
 

20   Custom made steel mitre plane, wooden core with 
steel face plates and sole, secured with screws. Nice 
brass cross-bar.  Steel has pitting marks, sole and 
mouth are acceptable, cutter is basic. Could be 
improved.  Fr $ 50-100 

16 
17 

18 19 

  
24   5 ½ “ brass trammels with steel 
tip. G $ 20-40 
25   4 ¾ “ brass trammels with steel 
tips. G $ 20-40 

20 
21 

 

21  Cast iron 13 ½ “ panel plane with beautifully grained 
infill and closed handle. Skewed 2 ½ “ cutter. Small chip 
on corner of mouth and old repair to side but still a very 
nice tool that should make a great user. Fr  $50-100 

22  Shelton No 4 smooth plane. 
Embossed patent on cap. G $ 10-20 
23  Very rare Wingfield Rowbotham 
(1852-90) double sided block plane. 
Plane is only marked Patent 7855 
on the lever cap. Note the “Bailey”- 
type sides, used by English makers 
in a futile attempt to copy the 
highly successful Stanley Bailey 
planes. G $ 60-120 

 

 

22 

23 

24 25 

26  Preston bullnose plane. Original 
cutter has a lot of use left. Mouth 
has chipped corners  Fr $ 25-50 

26 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

38  Stanley 67 universal spokeshave with 
round sole. Good SW cutter, good rosewood 
handles. G+ $ 30-60 

 

 

27 Stanley 40 scrub plane, early model. 
Very good wood, japanning inside 
90%+. R&L cutter has straight edge, 
needs to be rounded. G+ $ 70-120 

27 

28 

29 

 28    Stanley 20  circular plane. Nickel plating 
95%. Full Pat 92 cutter.  Very good, early plane. 
G+ $ 120-200 

29  Stanley 95 edge trimming block plane. 
Early model with script mark and pat 12 in 
frame. R&L cutter. Ca 90% japanning is 
intact. G+ $ 70-150 
 

30 

30  Stanley 62 low angle plane. Good 
news is: clean sole and mouth 
absolutely free of chips or cracks. 
Handle & cutter are good custom 
made replacements, front knob 
replaced and has no bottom plate. 
Bed might have had a paint touch-up 
but looks good. Perfect user tool. G $ 
120-250 

35 

35  Stanley 113 circular plane, early model 
with solid side wheel. Japanning inside 
good, outside all but gone. Type 1 cutter. G 
$ 70-150 

34  Stanley 30 jointer plane (22” 
long). Cutter low, some scratches 
on sole and some discolouration to 
one side. Overall still G+ $ 60-120 

31  Stanley 70 box scraper, later model with red handle and model 
number on the cap. G+ $ 25-50 
32  Late model Stanley 82 scraper. Split in rosewood knob, handle 
stripped.  G $ 25-50 
33 Stanley 82 cabinet scraper with Stanley logo on handle. Rosewood 
front knob. Cutter low. G $ $ 30-60 

36  Stanley 194 fibre board plane. Most of the 
original finish is intact. G+ $ 30-50 
37   Stanley 98 side rebate plane. Minor chip on base 
of rosewood handle. some loss of plating. G $30-60 

31 

33 
32 34 

36 
37 

38 

39  Stanley 79 made in UK side rebate 
plane with fence. Comes in custom made 
wooden box. F $ 40-80 

40  Stanley 18 knuckle-joint block plane. All parts correct for SW vintage. Minor 
rust on sole. G+ $ 20-40 
41 Millers Falls 57 low angle block plane – same as Stanley 65. G+ $ 20-50 
42  Early Stanley 18 block plane with patent 86 on lever cap. J logo cutter. Most 
japanning intact. G+ $20-40 
43  Early Stanley 18 block plane with patent 86 on lever cap. Later notched logo 
cutter. G+ $ 20-40 
44  Stanley USA No 60 ½ low angle block plane. Cutter low. G $ 20-50 
45   Stanley 65 low angle block plane. Great looking tool but has a hairline crack 
on corner of the mouth. Fr 20-40 

39 

40 41 42 43 44 45 

 

46 

46  Stanley 112 scraper plane. Most japanning 
intact, very good rosewood. Stanley blade. A 
few paint splatters, otherwise G+ $ 120-250 

 

47 
49 

 

48 

47  Stanley 35 transitional smoother . V logo cutter low. Most japanning 
intact. Nice, clean wood. Lever cap slightly narrowed down on both sides.  
G+ $ 40-80 

48  Stanley 35 transitional 
smoother. T logo cutter, 
hardwood mouth insert. 
Clean plane G $ 40-80 

49  Stanley 75 bullnose 
plane made in USA. In 
original box. G+ $25-50 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

50 
50  Beech plough plane with closed handle. Faint maker’s 
mark, several owner’s marks and custom “window” and 
lining  added to fence. G $ 60-90 

51  Outstanding Mathieson 5 sash filletster with boxwood sole 
and boxwood stem - & nicker wedges. Lacks nicker. This is 
without doubt the belle of the ball! Crisp edges, perfect patina, I 
don’t think I’ve handled a better one. F $ 150-300 

51 

52  Mathieson No 8 screw-stem sash 
filletster with boxwood nuts, stems and 
nicker wedge. Minor chips. G+ $ 90-150 

54   Mathieson 7B screw-stem 
plough plane with boxwood 
screws and nuts. Minor nicks 
only. G+ $ 70-150 

53  Nice, clean skate-front 
beech plough plane with 
replaced stem- wedges. 
Maker’s mark not clear. G+ 
$ 30-60 

56  German triple- 
stemmed circular Cooper’s 
grooving router marked 
Kahle, Biberbach. Minor 
nicks, some old woodworm 
holes in fence. G $ 80-160 

52 

53 

55  European style triple- 
stemmed circular Cooper’s 
grooving router with fence and 
nice border decorations. Marked 
BALOGH Szerszam VAC. Some 
bruising to wedges and minor 
age related nicks. G+  $ 100-200 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

    
       

    
      
       
    

     
       
    
     

       
    
      

  
 
 
 
 

   
 

54 

55 

56 
57   Screw stem double sided 
Austrian window sash plane 
by Weiss, Vienna. One 
wedge replaced. Minor 
discolouration. G $ 60-120 
 

57 

58   Small coachmaker’s plough 
by Holland. Replaced stem 
wedges. G+ $ 20-50 

58 

59  Pair of large 10” triple stem Tongue and Groove 
planes marked Neumann & Vetter Greiz i.V. All screw 
stems are very tight. I managed to get the screws into the 
tonguing plane but the grooving plane screw must have 
expanded with age. Still, an impressive set. G $ 60-120 

59 

60 

60  Custom modified (compassed) 
double sided screw stem sash 
plane by Ottokar Skrivan, Prague. 
G $ 50-100 
 

 
61   Large and heavy  cormier wood crown moulder with 
unusual double irons that are wedge only (not screwed 
together like back iron and cutters). 16” x 3 ½” and cuts a 3” 
ogee. Maker’s mark on side:  Aux Mines de Suede, Paris. G+ 
$ 70-150 

62   Set of No 1-8 
plough plane cutters 
by Mathieson. G+ $ 
30-50 

63  Set of No 1-8 
plough plane cutters. 
Mixed English makers. 
G+  $ 20-40 

61 
62 

63 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

64 65 

66 

  

 

 

 
  

 

64 Stanley 60 made in England low 
angle block plane. Minor scratches on 
sole. G $ 25-50 
65 Stanley 60 ½ made in USA. Minor 
rust spots. G $ 30-50 
66  Stanley 203 tech school block 
plane.  G $ 20-50 

67 

67  Stanley 6 made in USA fore plane. 90%+ 
japanning, good rosewood. Lat model lever cap, 
SW Can cutter. G+ $ 50-90 

68  Stanley 71 router made in 
England. Complete with 3 
cutters & fence. G+ $ 50-100 

68 

69  Stanley  79 side rebate plane 
made in USA. Model without 
fence. Minor dirt marks. G $ 40-80 

69 

70 71 72 

70  Stanley 72 chamfer 
plane. Pat 95 on side. R&L 
cutter, approximately half 
japanning. Good rosewood 
handle, knob has minor 
crack to base. G $ 120-240 
 

71  Stanley 12 ½ scraper. 
Good rosewood sole, 
good handle. Cutter not 
marked. Half japanning 
with rust spots. Should 
clean up well. G- $50-100 
 

72  Stanley  278 rabbet & 
filletster plane. No d/s, 
fence from 78. Most 
japanning intact. Early pat 
1916 cutter. G+ $ 60-120 
 

73 74 75 

73  Stanley 112 scraper plane. 
VG wood, most japanning 
intact. Unmarked cutter. G+  
$ 100-200 

74  Bedrock 606 with two patents in bed and 
one line Bedrock lever cap. SW cutter, about 
half japanning intact. Good rosewood. Needs 
cleaning. G- $80-160 
 

75  Stanley Gage 6 fore plane with Stanley 
mark on strap. Cutter low. 80% japanning 
intact, good rosewood with minor bruising to 
top of handle spur. G+ $ 60-120 
 

76 

77 
78 79 80 

76  Early Stanley 50 small plough plane with patent 83 
on fence. One cutter, no depth stop. G $ 20-40 
77  Stanley 130 & 102 made in England. Both G $ 20-40 

78  Stanley 71 router made in USA  with all three cutters. This model 
never had a fence. G+ $ 30-60 
79  Stanley 71 router patent March 4, 1884. Scarce early 71 model with 
closed throat. G  $ 20-40 
80  Carter C71 router with three cutters plus fence. Painted black.  G- 
$20-40 
 
 

 

81 

82 

83 

84 

81  Stanley 8C with SW cutter, keyhole lever cap and very good 
wood. Over 95% japanning intact. F $ 150-250  
82   Stanley 8C with pat 1910 in bed. Correct V logo cutter, keyhole 
lever cap, 90%+ japanning intact. Very good wood. G+ $ 150-250 

83 Stanley 12 with two (fence) 
holes drilled in sole. Bed 
stripped, maple handle. Non-
Stanley cutter. Fr $ 30-60 

84  Assorted Stanley 45 
parts: two bodies, sliding 
section, rods and some 
cutters Fr $ 20-50 
 

 

86   30 assorted 45 
&55 cutters plus a 55 
auxi tower with shoe 
in old felt roll. G $ 40-
80 
 

 

85  Stanley 67 universal 
spokeshave with round 
sole.  Handles ok, rust 
and mild pitting marks 
on body Fr $ 20-40 

85 

86 



 

  

 

 
 

 
   

  

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

87 

87  Stanley 3C SW smooth plane. 
Correct parts, good rosewood. Cutter 
low, owner’s initials in side. G- $ 30-60 
 

88 

88   Union 3 size smooth plane. 
All parts original. Hairline crack 
in handle base. Fr $ 20-30 
89  Stanley 4 ½ made in USA . 
Well over 95% japanning intact. 
Very good wood. SW Can cutter 
and kidney shaped hole in lever 
cap. G+ $ 30-70 

 

89 

90 

91 

92 
93 

90  Stanley 78 rabbet 
plane made in England. 
Complete. F $ 40-80 

91  Stanley 50S small plough 
plane made in England. Complete 
with set of 8 cutters and all 
attachments. F $ 60-120 

92  Stanley 50S small plough 
plane made in England. 
Complete with set of 8 cutters 
and all attachments. F $ 60-120 
 

93  Sargent 3409 smooth 
plane with added brass 
sole. Discolouration and 
dirt. G $ 20-40 

94 

95 96 97 

94  Stanley 45 combination 
plane with floral decoration 
on body. Comes with short 
rods, depth stop and partial 
set of cutters. Fr/G $ 30-60 

95   Scarce Stanley 25 low 
angle plane with custom 
added handle and  steel 
sole.  Cutter low. G $ 40-70 

96  Stanley 21 transitional 
smooth plane, smallest of 
the trannies. Sole and 
mouth scratched, rest G $ 
40-70 

97  Stanley 71 ½ router pat 
10-29-01. G $ 20-40 

98 99 101 

100 

98  Stanley 83 cabinet scraper with 
original roller. Cutter not marked. 
Some rust and dirt G $ 30-70 

99  Stanley  81 scraper with 
rosewood sole.  Most plating 
intact. Cutter not marked. G  
$ 40-80 

100    Sharmanco, small 
Australian plough plane with 
depth stop, fence and 3 
cutters ( Record) G $ 15-30  

101 Carter C54 plough 
plane with complete set of 
8 cutters and both set of 
rods in box. Close to 100% 
finish intact. F $ 50-100 

102  Ice scraper marked Gilchrist 
No 78. G $ 20-40 

107  101 size finger plane with 
custom added wooden squirrel 
tail. Cutter not marked. G $ 10-20 

103  Three Stanley T-bevels; 6”,10” & 12” All 
with SW marks on blade. Small one has some 
pitting marks. G $ 20-30 
104   Early Stanley 53 spokeshave with 
spring-loaded mouth plus a similar model by 
Stearns. G+ 20-40  
105  Preston circular bead (double bead) 
router with deep fence. Cutters market 4, 
maker’s mark on handle. Plus an Atherton 
leather shave. G+ $ 30-60 
106  Early Stanley 62 reversible spokeshave. 
Both cutters with early R&L logo, pat applied 
inside handle. G $ 40-80 
108  Stearns pat 1901 spokeshave with 
flexible sole for concave and convex work. 
Not much japanning left. G-  $ 40-80 

102 103 104   (2) 

105  (2) 

106 

 

108 

107 



 

  

   

109 

110 

111 

112 

113
 

114 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

109  Preston ¾“ rabbeting router with two fences. G  
$ 20-40 
110 Scarce  Preston patent reeder with one cutter and 
one fence. G $ 50-100 
111  Preston patent chamfer shave with two fences. G  
$ 40-80 

112  3” spoke pointer. 
Painted, pitting marks. Fr  
$ 20-40 

113  Two Stanley 67 beaders early and 
late, both with straight fence. One 
cutter (not Stanley) G $ 20-40 
114  Preston spokeshave with ornate 
handle and original cutter. Lacks lever 
cap. G- $ 20-40 

 

 

 

 

115 
116 

117 

 

118 (5) 

115  Massive 3” double iron ogee 
with astragal by Mathieson. One 
wedge replaced, screw added in 
side, probably to secure the 
boxing. G $ 60-120 

116  Three 18th c. planes 
including a very early 10” 
grooving plane with riveted 
skate marked Darbey. G $ 30-50 
 

117  Double iron Grecian ogee 
with bevel by Mathieson. 
Marked 5/8 on heel. 2 ¼ “ 
wide. G $ 30-70 
118 Lot of 5 Dutch moulders 
Includes very rare 13” long 
triple iron complex moulder 
with PB under crown mark plus 
double iron standard length 
and three others. G $ 100-200 
 

119 
120 

119  A pair of Mathieson ½ 
T&G planes plus a Malloch 
centre bead. All G+ $ 30-50 

120  Lot of five complex moulders, table 
joint and nosing plane. All G/G+ $ 50-80 

121 

121  Lot of 15 assorted wooden planes by various 
English makers. All G  $ 50-100 

122 
123 

124 

125 

122  Scarce and fine shouldering plane 
by Fairclough. Forward pointing nicker, 
cuts on an angle. F $ 30-60 

123  Preston chamfer plane 
with brass stop front and 
good maker’s mark. Two 
age cracks to back, cutter 
not marked. G $ 40-80 

125  Lot of 8 beading planes by Mathieson. 
All G+ $ 60-120 

124  Adjustable boxwood spokeshave by 
Marples. F $ 20-40 

126 127 

128 

126  Lot of 7 beading planes by Mathieson. 
All G/G+ $ 50-80 

127  Lot of 6 sash moulding planes by 
Mathieson. All G+ $ 50-80 
 

128  A 12” cooper’s shave with brass 
top and steel sole plus an OWT router. 
Age cracks on the shave. G-/G $ 20-40 
 



 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

129 

129  Good basic woodworker set: Record/Marples 5 
jack plus Record 80 scraper and a Record 110 block 
plane. All G+ $ 50-90 

130 Lot of Lot of 5 rules, mostly Rabone plus two 
marking gauges for parts only. Fr/G $ 20-40 

130 

131 Mixed lot of 10 wooden 
spokeshaves. Fr/G $20-40  

131 

132 

132  Capt Fields Improved Parallel rule by Aston & Mander, London. 18” 
x 2 ¾ “ G $ 20-40 

133 

134 

135 

133  Lot of three set 
squares plus two mitre 
squares. G $ 15-30 

134  Dutch brass plumb bob 
with wooden spacer. 4 ½ “, 
500 grams. G $ 20-40 
 

135  Heavy 1.5 kg brass plumb 
bob with steel tip. 6” long. G+ 
$ 30-60 
 

136 Lot of four tools incl. piercing 
saw, washer cutter, tool handle with 
bits and brickies float. G $ 20-40 
 

136 

137 

138 

139 

137  Lot of 5 patternmaker’s gouges, 
mixed English makers.  All G+ $ 60-120 

138  Heavy duty leather chisel roll with a 
good set of 14 chisels by mixed 
English/Australian makers. G+ $ 50-100 
 

139  Lot of four gouges with 
boxwood handles. Marples and 
Sorby. 1 ¼ “ shallow, 1”, ¾ “ and 
3/8” . All G+ $ 40-70 
 

140 

141 

142 

140  Set of 12 little used Marples 
carvers. Surface rust on blades. G+ $ 
60-120 

141 Set of 6 English mortice chisels 
including rare 3/32”, 1/8”, 5/32”, 5/16”, 
7/16”, ½”. All G+ $ 20-120 
142  Lot of 2 American socket chisels & 1 
gouge  ¼ “ & 2x ½ “ . G $ 20-40 

143 
144 

145 

143  Two drawknives:” 12” blade Sorby 
and 8” Tyzack. Both G $ 30-50 
144  6” curved drawknife (scorps) by 
Henry Boker. G+ $ 30-60 
146  Lot of three chisels ( ¼ “, 1”, 1 ½ “) 
and four gouges ( ¼ “, 3/8”, 5/8” 
shallow and ¾” shallow. Mixed English 
makers. Overall good or better with 
surface rust only. $ 50-100 

146 

145  Three T-bevels, mixed makers. 6”, 10” 
11”. Two with pitting marks. Fr $ 5-10 

147 

148 

147 ½” lock mortice chisel by Ibbotson. 18” long without 
handle. G+ $ 20-50 
148  Two Archimedean drills 16” and 12” Both G $ 10-20 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

  

149  Lot of 3 oil cans 
including one in brass 
(dented) Fr $ 10-20 
150  Interesting European 
type brace with wingnut 
chuck adjustment. 14” 
long. G $ 30-70 
151  Rare armourers 
brace with simple square 
socket chuck and massive 
4½“ head. Marked Easter- 
brook Allcard Co 
Sheffield. 16” long. 
Military use, also has 
military arrow marking.  G 
$ 60-120 

149 

150 

151 
152 

153 

154 

152 Scotch brace marked Johnson. 
Minor pitting marks and rust, minor 
cracks and chips in head. G $ 20-50 
 

153  Beech brace with tight cocobolo 
head and ivory cover. Owner’s markings 
on shoulder and chuck. G $ 40-80 
154  Nice little ball brace or “sixpenny 
brace” with simple thumb screw chuck. 
Split in ball handle. G $ 20-40 

155 156 157 

155 Little used Sheffield made PAX 12” brass 
back tenon saw. Marked 12T-13P – I assume 
that’s 13 TPI. G+ $ 70-150 

157 Another little used 12” PAX brass 
back tenon saw. Same markings as lot 
155. G+ $ 70-150 
 

156 Little used or unused PAX 8” 
dovetail saw. Marked 19T-20P. G+ 
$70-150 
 

158 
159 160 

158  Little used PAX 6” dovetail saw with 
brass back and open handle. Marked 19T-
20P. G+ $ 30-70 

159  12” Tyzack brass back tenon saw. 
Minor rust marks on blade, handle ok. 
G $ 20-40 

160  Buck, London 14” brass back tenon 
saw. Minor rust and pitting marks on 
blade, handle spur chipped. G $ 20-40 

161 

161  Sorby brass 14” brass back tenon saw. 
Moderate pitting/rust on blade, handle ok. 
Fr $ 20-30 
162  Nice 4” little patternmaker’s saw with 
brass back and beech handle. G $ 20-30 

162 

 

163 
164 

165 166 

163 Large lot of drill bits, mostly 
English. Fr to G+ $ 20-40 

164 Large lot of drill bits, 
mostly English. Fr to G+ $ 20-40 
 

165 Lot of 12 auger bits. 
Mostly English makers. Fr/G 
$ 10-20 
 
 

166 Assorted lot of smaller 
drill bits. Fr/G $ 20-40  
 

167 168 

167 Lot of six large screwdrivers and 
turnscrews  from 14” to 19”. G $ 40-80 

 

168 Lot of 9 screwdrivers and 
turnscrews  from  5” to 15”. 
G $ 40-80 
 

 

169  Fray’s patent corner brace No 
80 with rosewood handles. Chuck 
lacks alligator jaws. Fr $ 40-80 

170 170  The good the bad and the ugly: assorted 
lot of 16 chisels and gouges, mixed makers. All 
of them have been painted with clear lacquer 
to prevent rust. Fr/G 40-60 
171  Interesting lot of five tools including quick 
release 20” clamp & valve grinder (restored), 
Remington Tool Co plus another unknown tool 
and a corner clamp. G $ 30-60  

171 



 

  

 

 

 

 

172  (2) 173 
174 

175 

176 

177 

176  Impressive 20” breast drill with Miller Falls chuck, 
adjustable plate and front handle. I suspect some 
restoration work but hardly noticeable. G $ 70-140 
177  Beautifully made, nickel plated Derlon corner 
brace. 19” long with rosewood handles. Pat’d Aug 23, 
1892 on arm. G+ $ 80-150 
178  Scarce pull drill “The Glasgow” with bit storage in 
head. Rust, pitting, painted black. Fr $ 60-120 

178 172   14” Archimedean drill plus a 
most unusual 20” double-sided 
model on a cast iron (wall mounted?)  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

swivel base. Standard chuck one side, incomplete 
collet chuck on the other. G  $ 40-80 
173     Gasfitters brass brace with simple screw 
chuck.  10 ½ “ long. G  $ 30-60 
174     Wooden shipwright’s  brace with shallow 
sweep. 20” long. G $ 50-100 
175     Beech brace with good brass repair to head 
and lower arm. G $ 50-100 

179 180 

181 182 

183 

181  Scarce Millers Falls drill brace in good working order. G $ 50-100 
182  Lowentraut brace wrench from around 1900. This model has a detachable 
brace arm that is often missing. G $ 50-100 
183  Double claw hammer. Factory made but no markings that I can see. Rough 
handle, head has some minor pitting marks. An utterly useless tool but very 
collectable. G $ 60-120 179  Expertly restored Millers Falls drill press in 

good working order. 17” long. G $ 60-120 
180    Washer cutter with brace marked Pat Sep 
3, 01 plus  8” hand drill with interchangeable 
handle i.e. straight and pistol grip. G $ 30-50 
184   An adjustable Woods patent hollow auger 
with depth stop plus a Swan type 5/8” hollow 
auger. G-/G $ 30-50 

184 185 

185   Excellent ebony and brass (bow) drill. 14” long, 
lacks chuck. No markings but I believe this one was 
made by Buck. G+ $ 70-150 

186  Early Spiers 7 ½” dovetailed steel 
coffin shaped smoothing plane with 
rosewood infill and rosewood wedge 
behind brass bar marked Spiers Ayre. 
These early wedge type infill planes 
are rare. G+ $ 200-400 

186 
188 

189 

188  Spiers 15 ¼“ dovetailed panel plane with protruding 
toe and heel. I believe the infill is original and rosewood 
– just a bit redder than usual.  the strike point must be a 
custom addition. There is a fix to the handle spur and 
some minor pitting spots to the side. The cutter is 
useless and for show only.   G $ 250-500 

189  9” cast iron chariot plane with 
wood infill and wedge. Cheeks have 
very good repair – hard to spot! 
Fr $ 30-50 

 

187 Kimberley patent plough plane 
with centre adjuster stem. No “key” 
i.e. wing nut on the centre screw. A 
pretty good example of this fairly 
scarce tool. G $ 60-120 

187 

 

190 

190  Marples BB plane in original 
box. Minor discolouration to side 
otherwise G+ $ 20-50 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

191  Sargent 1067  double sided T&G plane 
Pat Oct 22, 1012.  Plating dull, otherwise G 
$ 60-120 
192  Stanley 148 double sided T&G plane. 
90% plating G+ $ 60-120 
193  Stanley 10 ¼ carriage makers rebate 
plane with tilting rosewood handle and 
knob. Comes with an Australian cutter. Well 
over 95% original finish intact. G+ $ 200-400 

191 

192 

193 

203  Stanley 11 belt 
makers plane with 
custom made wooden 
handle. Small fix to 
corner, well made, hard 
to spot.  Fr $ 40-80 

194 195 (2) 
196 

197 
198 

194  Stanley 12 scraper. 
Rosewood handle 
tapered at ends. No 
cutter. G $ 50-80 

195 Two Stanley 82 scrapers, different 
vintage. Both G $ 30-60 
 196  Stanley 200 chisel & cutter honing 
guide. Re-painted black. G $ 30-60 

197  Stanley 7 CAN jointer plane. 
Bed and wood painted grey. It 
might come off but don’t count 
on it. Fr $ 40-70 

198 Stanley 59 dowelling 
jig with 6 guides and stop 
in box. G+ $ 30-50 

199  Stanley 39 ½ dado plane. 
Both spurs present but cutter 
is missing (just a bit of a 
cutter in the slot). Lost most 
japanning. Fr/G $ 30-70 

199 

200 (2) 

 

201 (2) 202 (2) 

 

203 

200  Bullnose plane like Stanley 75. Cutter is not marked - plus a Stanley 
90J bullnose plane made in England with correct cutter. G $ 30-60 
201 Stanley 130 double sided block plane with US cutter plus an 
Australian 220 block plane. G $ 30-50 
202  Stanley 9 ½ block plane, complete with minor pitting to sides and 
sole plus an extra long, 7 inch base squirrel tail American block plane. G 
$ 30-50 

204 

204  Stanley 5 ½ made in 
England in box. Looks 
unused. Storage rust on 
sides and sole. G $ 40-80 
 

205 206 
207 

205  Stanley 13 circular 
plane. Re-painted, low 
cutter, wrong lever cap. Fr  
$ 50-100 

206  Stanley 6C made in USA. SW 
vintage with SW cutter. Handle is 
from an earlier model and lacks 
spur. 80% japanning. G $ 40-80 
 

207  Rough Stanley 72 chamfer 
plane. Custom made lever cap 
and screw. Nose piece has 
hole in base. Wood rough. P  
$ 30-50 
 

208 
209 210 

208  Stanley 45 in what I think 
is actually a 55 box. Comes 
with 19 cutters, beading stop 
and both sets of rods. No 
slitter, no cam rest. Most 
plating intact. Some damage 
to one fence screw boss, 
screw still holds.  G $50-100  

 
211 Stanley 27 & 27 ½ transitional jack 
planes in fair to good condition. Markings 
faint. Incorrect cutters. Fr $ 50-90  
212  Record 050 plough in custom made 
box with set of 15 cutters. Minor storage 
rust only. G $ 50-80 
 

211 (2) 

209 Stanley 113 circular 
plane. Repainted. Pat 92 
cutter. G  $ 70-140 

210 Stanley 78 made in 
England. Complete, most 
japanning intact. G+ $ 40-
80 

212 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

216   Stanley 81 scraper with rosewood 
sole.  Cutter is not marked. Quite a bit 
of the plating is intact. G $ 30-70 

 

 

220  Rawplug mechanical hammer with 
pistol grip. Made in Belgium. 13” long. G 
$ 20-40 

213 214 214A 

213     Cast iron infill 
smoother with a 2” 
tapered cutter. Nice brass 
lever cap and screw.  
Somewhat basic wood 
infill could be improved  - 
probably well worth it 
because the body itself is 
very good. G $ 40-80  

214  Stanley 105 Liberty Bell jack 
plane. Replaced handle. Correct 
cutter and back iron. Not much 
japanning intact. G-  $ 50-90 

214A  Stanley 105 Liberty Bell jack 
plane. Re-painted, incorrect cutter 
assembly, handle replaced.  Fr  
$ 30-60 

215 (4) 

215    Good lot of four handled scrapers 
including Bridgeport, Bonum and a nickel 
plated adjustable model with brass lever cap.  
7” – 13” long. G $ 40-80 

216 
217 

217  Record 071 router with set of 
3 cutters plus fence & instructions 
in partial box. G+ $ 40-80 

218 (2) 

219 (5) 

220 

218    Two large nail pullers. 
American Bulldog, 23” fully 
extended plus a Swedish 
Bahco 19” model. G $ 30-70 

219  Five interesting marking/mortise 
gauges plus a set of wooden brass 
trammels. G $ 20-50 

224 

222 

223 
221 (5) 

221  Good lot of five coachmaker’s wooden 
routers. 3 boxing and 2 grooving. 15-17” long. G 
$ 30-70 
222  10” Wagon builder / coach wrench by 
Millers Falls. Marked Pat Feb 1, 98  G $ 40-80 

223     Very collectable brass border 
 roller for bookbinders/leatherworkers. 
Marked Crawford, Glasgow. 12” long. 
G $ 30-60 

224  Adjustable beech spokeshave by Marples. 
One nick in cutter. Fr 20-30  

225 226 (3) 

227  Tyzack 12”panel saw, 
gent’s saw with reversible 
handle plus wood encased 
9” stair saw. G $ 20-30 
 

225 Custom made panel 
raiser. 10” x 3” with sole- 
and side fence. Age cracks. 
Fr/G $ 20-40 
226  Good lot of three 
Continental European wood 
planes incl. moving filletster, 
window sash and plough. G 
$ 50-100 

227 (3) 

228 229 

230 

228 Sash filletster #4 
by Mathieson with 
additional Brisbane 
dealer mark. Plane is 
in good condition, 
maybe a bit over-
cleaned. G $ 30-60 

229  Scarce E. Preston & Sons American style plough plane with boxwood stems 
and nuts. Maker’s mark is overstamped but readable. First one I’ve come 
across. Wedge replaced and bruised, minor nicks in stems and there is a crack 
in one of the inner nuts. G $ 60-120 

230 Lot of 13 mixed wooden rebate and moulding 
planes, mixed makers, mixed condition. Some with 
wrong wedges or missing bits. Fr/G  50-100 



 

  

 

 

231 

233 

232 

 
 

233 Two  wooden panel gouges, 23” and 30”  G 
$ 20-30 

231  Prize Demas mid 19th century lathe i.e. 25” cast iron bed, head- and 
tail stock. The bed is split on one corner. Fr $ 50-100 
232  Stanley 24” cast iron level with two plumbs. All vials intact. Owner’s 
marks on top rail. G $ 30-60 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

235 Outstanding 
scorps with beech 
handles by Marples. 
6” long, 4” across 
cutting edge. They 
don’t come any 
better than this. F  
$ 60-120 
  

235 

236 

236  Millers Falls No 3 hand drill 
with removable handle for bit 
storage. Most of the original finish 
is intact. F $ 40-80 

 

234 

238 

234  Record 050 plough plane, complete 
with full set of 17 cutters, clamp and chip 
deflector. All G+ $ 50-100 
237  Set of  17 Record cutters for 050 
plus depth stop, spurs, clamp for small 
cutters and chip deflector. G $ 30-60 

238 Beautifully made brass plumb bob with 
steel tip. Nice, simple finial with collar and ring 
decoration. This is an early example with a 
high copper content. 4” long. G+ $ 50-100 

237 

239 

240 

241 

239  HNT Gordon 11” shave with 2” cutter, 
curved sole. G+ $ 70-150 
240 similar lot with straight sole. G+ $70-150 
241 similar lot with curved sole. G+ $70-150 

242 243 (3) 

242  Disston  10” steel back tenon 
saw with clean blade. Good fix to 
handle spur. G $ 10-20 
 243  Good working set of 3 recent 
saws. Japanese made T-cut 10” tenon, 
8” carcass saw NBL and 6” dovetail by 
Crown, Sheffield. All G+ $ 40-70 
 

244 

245 

246 

247 

244 Pfeil 21 pointed dog leg carver. G 
 $ 15-30 

245  Stanley 99 side rebate with depth stop in box. Plane F, 
box G-  $ 60-120 
246  Quality slitting gauge with Japanese maker’s sticker 
Miki Inaoka on shoulder. 10” long with 6” fence. G $ 20-40 
247  Stanley 98 side rebate plane. Most plating intact. Small 
pitting marks on top of cutter. This early model never had a 
fence. G $ 30-60 
 

248 

249 250 
251 

252 

248  Assorted lot of tools G 
$ 10-20 

249 Stanley 60 ½ made in USA. SW cutter, 
most japanning intact. G $ 25-50 
250  Stanley 60 made in USA. V logo 
cutter G $ 25-50 

251  Cutter clamp for Record 044. G $ 10 
252  Stanley 79 side rebate plane made in 
England. Complete with fence. G $ 30-70 
 

253 

254 255 

253 Set of 4 good 7 ½ “ awls, one with 
English maker’s mark on handle plus a 
good Addis chip carver.  G $ 20-40 

254  Broad hatchet with good custom 
made handle. Partial maker’s mark S. 
Kelly Hurds, Razor Blade. 4 ½” cutting 
edge. G $ 30-60 

255  Broad hatchet with partial mark, 
could be White or Barton. 4 ½” cutting 
edge. G $ 30-60 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

    
 

 

 

256 

256  Very good Enterprise table mounted 
cherry (de)stoner with most of the original 
finish intact. 12” x 8” G+ $ 60-120 
257  A 7 ½” surface gauge plus a Starrett 
187 Jobbers drill gauge. Both G $ 20-40 

 

258 
259 

260 

258  Stanley 803 hand drill made in 
England. G+ $ 20-30 

257 

259  Lot of 8 mid sized 
soldering irons from 11-
15” G $ 20-30 

260  Lot of five English 
screwdrivers from 5 ½”  
to 8 ½ “. G $ 20-40 

261  10” scissors Mundial Brazil plus 
The Awl for All US patent 1903. G $ 
10-20 
262  Four saw setting tools , all G $ 
20-40 

261 262 

263 

263  Two saw handles 
plus two drawknife 
handles. G $ 5-10 
 

265  Excellent working set of 10 restored Titan 
chisels with custom made handles in sturdy leather 
roll. G+  $ 80-150 
266 Unused set of top quality Norton Waterstones 
1000, 4000 & 8000 grit. All in their original boxes 
with paperwork. $ 150-250 

265 

266 

264  Lot of 2chisels and 2 gouges: ¾” un- 
branded gouge, ¾ “ Marples gouge, Addis # 
8 and a VG long Ward 1 ½” with boxwood 
handle.  G G+ $ 50-80 
 

267 

268 

269 

270 

267  Lot of 3 re-plated! German 
Goodline saw sets, two lack 
spacer fence. G $ 10-20 
268 Similar lot of 3 complete 
working sets. G+ $ 20-30 

269  Set of 3 self lubricating 
(Kerosine)  Japanese glass 
cutters TC 01 & 10 with 
instructions plus two Red Devil 
USA glass pliers. G $ 30-50 

270 Good lot of little used 
smaller size taps and easy-
outs etc. G+ $ 25-50 
 

271   Lot of 3 miniature 
tools, all marked. G $ 5-10 

271 

272 

 

273 

274 

275 Wooden Planes in 19th Century America Vol II by Kenneth D. 
Roberts. Hardcover, 450 pages. VG $ 70-150 
276  John Walter’s  Antique and Collectable Stanley Tools, 1996 
edition, softcover. G $ 60-130 
277 History of Woodworking Tools by W.L. Goodman, hardcover, 
208 pages G+ $ 30-60 

273  Two Marples MFC 153 
flooring clamps. Joist capacity: 
38 to 89 mm. Includes custom 
made, longer stainless steel 
handles. Both G+ $ 150-300 

 272  Vintage boxed Illawarra 
West Germany drafting Set. G 
$ 20-30 

275 

276 

277 

278 

279 

280 

278  Planecraft, 1950 edition, hardcover with dust jacket (not 
shown) Some foxing, overall G $ 30-50 
279  British Planemakers from 1700 by W.L.Goodman, 2nd  
edition, hardcover, 182 pages. G $ 30-60 
280  British Planemakers from 1700 Goodman/Rees. 3rd (and 
last) edition. G+ $ 60-100 
 

264 

274 Two King K80 combination bench stones 250/1000 plus 
another small Japanese “rubber” All unused. F $ 40-80 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

281  Lot of 10 wooden planes, mixed  
makers,  mixed profiles. Fr/G 40-80 

282  Lot of 11 moulders 
plus one router, mixed  
makers, mixed profiles. 
Fr/G $ 50-100 

283  Lot of 7 
wooden planes, 
mixed makers, 
mixed profiles 
Fr/G 20-40 

284  Stanley 130 double ended block 
plane made in England. G  $ 20-40 

285  French cormier 
wood double iron 
sash moulder. Paris 
maker’s mark on 
side. G $ 40-80 
 

286  Screw-stem plough plane 
with Yugoslav maker’s mark. Full 
length wooden depth stop and 
fence. G+ $ 40-80 

 287   Three Stanley cherry levels 
with plumbs, all with matching SW 
logos. 8”, 12”& 14”, all G+ $ 30-60 

288  Two fairly big wooden layout tools: 
Protractor with  14” base marked S.C. 
Smith, Melbourne plus 15 ½” compass 
with pencil holder. G+ $ 15-30 

289    Plough plane  
marked Guaranteed 
English Beech on toe. 
Little used, late model. 
Comes with 9 assorted 
cutters. G $ 30-70 
 

290 Stanley 78 made in England. Fine 
but lacks fence rod. Box Fr $ 40-80 

291  Record 722 small router in 
original box. Router F, box G $ 25-50 
 

 

292 Early moving 
filletster with d/s and 
fence but lacks nicker. 
Owner’s marks only. G 
$ 20-40 
 

293  H. Williams USA 8” wrench plus 
King Dick 4” wrench. G $10-20  

294  3 English mortise chisels  ¼”, 3/8” & 
½”. Two handles ill fitting. G $ 25-50 

295  3 English mortise chisels  ¼”,& 2x 3/8” 
One handle ill fitting. G $ 25-50 
 

298  Lot of 6 
beech spoke 
shaves Fr/G $ 
10-20 

299   Moseley, 
London plough plane 
plus spare fence to fit 
a sash filletster. Both 
G $ 20-40 

296  Stanley 3 smooth plane 
made in England. Hardwood 
handle and knob. G  $ 20-40 
297   Stanley 3 made in 
England, bed repainted. G- 
$20-40 

300  Toothing plane by Highgate 
Tool Co.  ¼” cutter left. Fr $10-20 
301   Lot of 3 tools: steel fid, home 
made scraper plus spokeshave. 
Fr/G $ 20-40 

281 282 283 

284 

285 
286 

287 288 

289 

290 291 

292 

293 295 

294 

296 

297 
299 

298 301 

300 



 

 
Coopers at work , Weigel 1698 


